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Introduction

Compressing the U-net architecture using 

Knowledge Distillation techniques with minimal loss 

in performance on Image Segmentation tasks.

Timeline : October 2017 – January 2018 

Many state of the art models are too heavy to be used on mobile devices 

such as smartphones and other IoT products. Compression  techniques are 

needed to be able to use these models in actual production.

Objective

Motivation



Dataset Description

Binary Segmentation Task

Two separate volume for 

training and testing each of 

dimensions 1065x2048x1536



U-net Architecture

The Original 64-Unet.

We focus on reducing the 

model size by decreasing 

the number of input 

channels. 

For notational convenience,

A k-Unet is the same 

architecture with k-channels

at the top stage.  

Batch Normalization Layer is introduces in BLUE operations



Performance Metrics

 Intersection Over Union Score:

 Reported only for the final models

 Cross Entropy Loss:

 Reported both as the minimum and as the minimum of 

averaged loss over certain number of iterations.



Searching for a Student Model

Surprisingly, the original U-net can be reduced to just 4-Unet without distillation!

We successfully demonstrate over 100x compression of the original model to 2-Unet

64-Unet : Over 31 Million parameters

2 – Unet: ~30,900 parameter (1% of 64-Unet)



The Distillation Procedure

1. Train the teacher network from scratch.

2. Use the teacher’s predicted probability distribution 

(optionally including the original labels) to train the 

student model at a higher Softmax temperature. 

3. For prediction, set the Softmax temperature back to 1.



Soft Training : 2-Unet

Results indicate no obvious pattern between network’s 

performance and softmax temperature used in the 

distillation process which is odd and warranted 

further investigation.



Intiailization Matters

The 0.48 loss that is recurring above physically means that the network’s prediction for 

each pixel to belong to class i is exactly the percentage of class i in the overall dataset 

and is actually independent of the pixel’s value and it’s surroundings. 



Some failed experiments I : Soft training 1-Unet

1-Unet has less than 0.5% of the original parameters of 64-Unet

Degradation in Expected Performance 

>=4-Unet : Always work, ~0.1 Loss

2-Unet      : Sometimes works (0.1 Loss), mostly doesn’t (~1.4 Loss)

1-Unet      : Never works



Some failed experiments II : Sequential Distillation

Remarkable is the rate at which the test loss blows up to much higher values than 

0.480 when starting hard training starts. Within a few tens of iterations, the error 

shoots up to >1.0 loss!



Mixed Distillation: Both Soft & Hard labels

Generalization Error!

Solution: Increase regularization with Batch Normalization layer and Class weights



Working with Batch Normalization layer

Batch Normalization Paper : Feb 2015

U-net paper : May 2015 

AHA!

Vanilla Training 4-Unet from scratch

Takes 5x longer training time 

300,000 iteration vs.1.5 million iterations

Improves cross entropy performance

by over 22% . 

0.0930 vs. 0.0727

Sanity Check



Making It Work: Batch Normalization & Class weights 

Soft Training 

Cross entropy loss   : 0.134 

Intersection Over Union score: 0.752

100,00 iterations

Mixed Distillation

Cross entropy loss: 0.135

Intersection Over Union score: 0.759

155,000 iterations

Overall similar performance with or without hard labels

Teacher model : 64-Unet (31,042,434 parameters) [without BN]

Student model  : 2-Unet  (30,902 parameters)        [with BN]



Conclusion

Apart from demonstrating the distillation procedure to produce over 100x compression, we 

Also studies some interesting properties that can improve the architecture in different way: 

• The U-net model can be significantly compressed without any extra effort!

• The degradation in “expected” performance Unet.

• Faster convergence rate with teacher guided training

• The dynamics of sequential and parallel guidance of soft and hard labels

• Performance boost in vanilla training with BN layer




